SIGNS WHEN A
WOMAN LOSES
INTEREST IN A MAN.
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Lack of communication.
She will have no interest in gossiping with you. She will not share
how her day went. Even she will stop sharing her past
experiences with you.

Bitter Tone.
We love to talk by the sweetness of tongue to whom we like and
admire. But those who get off our hearts, find difficulty in
discovering our love tones.

Indifferent behavior.
When she will lose interest in you, she will gradually become
indifferent to you. Even when she will be with you, you will notice
her getting bored.

Absence of physical intimacy.
Intimacy among couples fascinates the relationships. Physical
intimacy adorns them to the seventh sky. And the absence of
physical intimacy is a red flag in relationships.

Her unavailability.
To one for whom a woman has lost his interest, shows
unavailability. She does not bother whether her availability was
begged on common occasions or some special.

Too much arguing or complete silence.
When a woman loses interest in a man, she will come with much
arguing or complete silence. It depends on a woman’s nature. If
she is aggressive, she will not hold her mouth closed.

Her other ways to spend time.
She will try to find other modes to spend time. If she does not get
an alternative for the relationship, she will spend most of her on
social media or watching tv.

Stop caring about you.
Care is there, where is love. When love disappears away, care
gets out of the window. Loves is faded away with the lack of
interest between partners.

Late in texts and picking up calls.
At the start of a relationship, if the guy is too indulged in texting
and calling, it becomes disgusting for women. Women need and
love mysteries.
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